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Session 4 - Noah 

Songs 

All through History 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQS2HHayr38 

 

Story 

Noah by Crossroads Kid’s Club 

https://youtu.be/4yzN0fUxjkQ  

 

Unpack the Story 

Today we are going to explore how actions have consequences. Everything we do has a consequence, 

consequences often are seen as bad. But consequences are just the things that play out from choices we 

make, things we do or say etc. good or bad. Lets explore different consequences that could occur.  

What would happen if you were kind to your brother and let him play with you? 

What would happen if you stole something from the shop? 

What would happen if you smiled at someone you didn’t know on the street? 

What would happen if you told a lie? 

What would happen if you gave a gift to someone? 

What would happen didn’t tidy your room? 

What would happen if you offered to help your mum/dad before they asked you? 

All of these situation have consequences. If you smile at someone on the street, they will probably smile 

back because smiles are contagious and it might even have a bigger consequence of improving their 

whole day. 

Now the people in the world who had run away from God, were hurting each other and they ruined the 

perfect home God had made for them. This made God sad. God decided that he would use a 

punishment to wash the bad stuff away and the flood did that. If we tell a lie or don’t do our homework. 

One of the consequences could be a punishment and this is to teach us to not make the same bad 

mistake again.  

But Noah followed God and the consequence he got was to save the world. Him and his family saved the 

animals and were God’s rescue plan for the world. As we said earlier consequences aren’t always bad, 

they are just the result of choices or decisions.  
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The story ends with a very special promise being made. God said he would never destroy the whole 

world with a flood again and he gave us a rainbow so we could remember this promise.  We see 

throughout the bible God make promises and guess what he might not fulfil it right now and some 

families had to wait for generations, but God always keeps his promises. When we see a rainbow in the 

sky we can remember God’s promise to Noah and also remember that God ALWAYS keeps his promises. 

One of God’s promices was that he would send Jesus. He told Adam and Eve this when they made the 

decision not to trust God. A very long time passed before this promise was fulfilled, Thousands of years 

in fact, many generations. But he did fulfil his promice when he sent Jesus to earth as a baby. He was the 

God’s Ultimate Rescue Plan.  

The next song is about the rainbow and God’s promises. 

Songs 

Rainbow 

https://youtu.be/R1LAHPTXqbw  

Craft 

Make a rainbow 

We are sure you are a pro at this already with all the rainbows for the NHS. But we have included some 

ideas incase you want new ones or are unsure where to start. 

Colouring Pencils and Paper is the most basic option and draw you rainbow. 

You could use paint or crepe paper or magazines instead of colouring pencils if you desire. You could 

create collage. Do finger painting. Paper plates could be used instead of paper. You could use 

multicoloured lollipop sticks to form a rainbow. I saw a very cute 

Idea on Pinterest, if you have a few different colours of paper you 

could create something like this? 

 

Activity 

Grow a rainbow 

If you want a science experiment type make a rainbow this seems 

like a fun idea. 

https://www.thebestideasforkids.com/grow-a-rainbow-experiment/ 

 

 

  


